
Which bit should travel first? The bitfrom the big end or the bitfrom the
little end? Can a war between Big Endians and

Little Endians be avoided?
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This article was written in an attempt to stop a war. I
hope it is not too late for peace to prevail again. Many
believe that the central question of this war is, What is the
proper byte order in messages? More specifically, the
question is, Which bit should travel first-the bit from the
little end of the word or the bit from the big end of the
word?

Followers of the former approach are called Little En-
dians, or Lilliputians; followers of the latter are called Big
Endians, or Blefuscuians. I employ these Swiftian terms
because this modern conflict is so reminiscent of the holy
war described in Gulliver's Travels.

Approaches to serialization

The above question arises as a result of the serialization
process performed on messages to allow them to be sent
through communication media. If the unit of communi-
cation is a message, this question has no meaning. If the
units are computer words, one must determine their size
and the order in which they are sent.

Since they are sent virtually at once, there is no need to
determine the order of the elements of these words.

If the unit of transmission is an eight-bit byte, questions
about bytes are meaningful but questions about the order
of the elementary particles that constitute these bytes are
not.

If the units of communication are bits, the atoms
(quarks?) of computation, the only meaningful question
concerns the order in which the bits are sent. Most
modern communication is based on a single stream of in-
formation, the bit-stream. Hence, bits, rather than bytes
or words, are the units of information that are actually
transmitted over channels such as wires and satellites. <'
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Even though a great deal ofeffort in both hardware and another might treat it as so many words, so many bytes, or
software is dedicated to giving the appearance of byte or so many bits. If a consistent bit order is used, the chunk
word communication, the fact is that only bits are com- size is of no consequence.
municated.
Computer memory can be considered a linear sequence If the bit order is inconsistent, the chunk size must be

of bits organized into bytes, words, pages, and so on. understood and agreed upon by all parties. We shall
Each unit is a subunit of the next higher level. This is, ob- demonstrate some popular but inconsistent orders later.
viously, a hierarchical organization Consistent order vs. inconsistent order. A consistent

If the order is consistent, all parties to the communica- order vs.inconsiste, ord, A andisll
tion can treat the bits as a set of groups of any arbitrary order is one in which the bit, byte, word page, and all
size. One party might treat a message as a page while higher-level orders are the same. Hence, the originator's

concept ofchunk size is unimportant in consideration ofa
serial bit stream along a communication line.

There are two possible consistent orders. One starts
with the narrow end (LSB) of each word favored by the
Little Endians; the other starts with the wide end (MSB)
preferred by the Big Endians.

In the discussions to follow, these definitions and ab-
breviations apply: a word is a 32-bit quantity designated
by a W; a byte is an eight-bit quantity designated by a C
(for character); and a B stands for bit.

Memory order

The first word in memory is designated WO in both
regimes. Unfortunately, the harmony goes no further.
The Little Endians assign BO to the LSB of the words and
B3 1 to the MSB. The Big Endians do just the opposite: BO
is the MSB and B31 is the LSB.
By the way, if mathematicians had their way, every se-

quence would be numbered from zero, not from the tradi-
tional one. Under this scheme, the first item would be
called the zeroth. Since most computers are not built by
mathematicians, it is no wonder that some computers des-
ignate bits from B 1 to B32 in both the Little Endians' and
the Big Endians' order. Designers of such machines pro-
bably would like to number their words fromWI up, just
to be consistent.
To illustrate the hierarchically consistent order graph-

ically, one must first decide the order in which to write
computer words on paper. Do they go from left to right,
or from right to left?

English, like most modern languages, suggests that we
arrange computer words from left to right:

--- wordO---I ---wordi---I ---word2.---I.

To be consistent, BO should be to the left of B31. If the
bytes in a word are designated as CO through C3, then CO
should be to the left of C3:

---wordO ---~I---wordl --- I ---word2 ---I
ICO,Ci,C2,C31CO,CI,C2,C31CO,CI,C2,C31 ...
IBO....B3flBO....B311BO....B311....

The convention introduced by our numbering system
places the wide end on the left and the narrow end on the

The above is a perfecty consistent view of the world ac-
cording to the Big Endians. The significance decreases
with increasing item numbers (address).
Many computers share the Big Endians' point of view.

In many Big Endian diagrams, the registers are connected
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such that when the word W(n) is shifted right, its LSB convention of the Little Endians, but kept their own con-
moves into the MSB of word W(n + 1). English text strings ventions for bytes and words.
are stored in the same order, with the first character in CO The PDP-10 and the IBM 360, for example, were
of WO, the next in C I of WO, and so on. This order is con- designed by proud Big Endians: their bit, byte, word, and
sistent with itself and with the English language. page orders are the, same. The same order also applies to
The Little Endians have another scheme, which is also long (multiword) character strings and to multiple preci-

self-consistent. They believe in starting with the narrow sion numbers.
end of every word and that low addresses are of lower Consider the Motorola M68000 microprocessor. It
order than high addresses. Therefore, they put their stores a 32-bit number xy, a 16-bit number z, and the
words on paper as if they were written in Hebrew: string JOHN in its 16-bit words as shown below (S = sign

bit, M = MSB, L = LSB):
. . ---word2---I---wordl---I ---wordO---I

SMxxxxxxx yyyyyyyyL SMzzzzzzL "]" '"0 "H" "N"
When they add the bit order and the byte order, they get l--wordO--I--wordl--I--word2--I--word3--I--word4--I....

I Co.I-CI-I Co. -C -I-CI-CO-I-CI-I -CO- I-C I -CO-i -Cl--I.
---word2---I ---wordl---I ---wordO--- I IB15 ..BOIB15... BOIBI5.... BOIBIS ... BOIB15 ... BO1.

... IC3,C2,CI,C01C3,C2,CI,COC3,C2,CI,COI
. IB31. BOIB31.. BOIB31.. BOI TheM68000alwayshas thewideend ofnumberson the

left (i.e., lowerbyte or word address) in any ofthe various
In this regime, when word W(n) is shifted right, its LSB sizes it can use: four (BCD), eight, 16, or 32 bits.
moves into the MSB of word W(n - 1). Hence, the M68000 is a consistent Big Endian, except

English text strings are stored in the same order, with for its bit designation, which camouflages its true iden-
the first character in CO of WO, the next in Cl ofWO, and tify. Remember, the Big Endians were the outlaws.
so on. Consider the PDP-I I order, since this is the first com-

This order is consistent with itself, with the Hebrew puter claimed to be a Little Endian. Let's again look at the
language, and (more importantly) with mathematics, be- way data is stored in memory:
cause significance increases with increasing item numbers
(address). "N" "H" "O" "J" SMzzzzzzL SMyyyyyyL SMxxxxxxL

Its disadvantage is that English character streams .... 1--word4--I--word3--I--word2--I--wordl--I--wordO--I
appear to be written backwards. Although this is only II -III -C Cl*.I -Co-I -CI-I -Co - I -C-II -CO -I
an aesthetic problem, it looks strange-especially to.. B15 ... BOIB15 ... BOIB1S.... BOIB15 ... BOIB15 ... B01
speakers of English. Little Endians respond to this by The PDP-11 has no instruction to move 32-bit
pretending to be Chinese. Instead of right-to-left, they numbers. Its multiplication products are 32-bit quantities
write the bytes top-to-bottom: created only in the registers. They can be stored in mem-

ory in any way. Therefore, the 32-bit quantity xy did not
co: 'J"s appear in the above diagram. Hence, the above is a consis-
Cl: "0""
C2: "H"
C3: "N"
.etc..

There is no significance to the notion of left and right in
the bit order of a computer memory. It could as easily be
up and down or mirrored by the systematic interchange of
all the lefts and rights.

This idea stems not from a language model but from the
concept that computer words represent numbers. By
mathematical tradition, the wide end of a number (the
MSB) is called left and the narrow end right. This
mathematical convention is the point of reference for the
designation of left and right in this discussion.

It is easy to determine whether a given computer system
was designed by Little Endians or Big Endians. The keys
are the way the registers are connected for the combined
shift operation and for multiple precision arithmetic like
integer products, how these quantities are stored in
memory, and (obviously) by the order in which bytes are
stored Within words.
A possible point of confusion lies in the BO-to-B31

direction. Many computers were designed by Big Endians
who pretended to be Little Endians rather than risk exile
to Blefuscu. They used, for camouflage, the BO-to-B31
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tent Little Endian order. The PDP - 11 always stores on The VAX is found guilty, but its guilt is tempered by an
the left (i.e., higher bit or byte address) the wide end of extenuatingcircumstance: the need forcompatibilitywith
numbers of the sizes it can use: eight or 16 bits. the PDP-1 1. The VAXians found a way around this

Infiltration by Big Endians caused the registers of this unaesthetic appearance by using the Chinese top-to-bot-
Little Endian's marvel to be treated in the Big Endians' tom notation rather than an embarrassing left-to-right or
way: a double-length (32-bit) operand is placed with its right-to-left arrangement. Page 10 of the VAX-II Ar-
MSB in the lower address register and the LSB in the chitecture Handbook3 is a marvel. One has to admire the
higher address register. This means the registers must be skillful way in which some quantities are shown in col-
written on paper from left to right, with the wide end of umns eight bits wide, some in columns 16 bits wide, and
numbers in the lower address register. This affects the in- others in columns 32 bits wide.
teger multiplication and division, the combined shifts, Some engineers complain about the vertical notation
and more. Blefuscu scores on this one. because the top of the diagrams usually corresponds to

Later, floating-point hardware was introduced for the "low" memory (low addresses). However, anyone brought
PDP-I 1/45. Floating-point numbers are represented by up by computer scientists rather than by botanists knows
either 32- or 64-bit quantities, which are two or four thattreesgrowdownward,withrootsatthetopofthepage
PDP - 11 words. The wide end is the one with the sign and the leaves below. Computer scientists seldom remem-
bit(s), the exponent, and the MSB of the fraction. The ber which way up really is (see Knuth,4 pp. 305-309).
narrow end is the one with the LSB of the fraction. On Having scored so easily in the floating-point depart-
paper, these formats are clearly shown with the wide end ment, the Blefuscuians moved to packed decimal ter-
on the left and the narrow end on the right, in line with ritory. The VAX is also capable of using four-bit-chunk
centuries-old mathematical conventions. On page 12-3 of decimal arithmetic, which is similar to the well known
the PDP-11/45 processor handbook,2 there is a cute BCD format. The Big Endians struck again and en-
graphical demonstration of this order, with the wordfrac- countered no resistance. The decimal number 12345678 is
tion split over the two or the four words used to store it. stored in the VAX memory in the following order, whose
But somehow the Big Endians took over, again. Blefuscu-
ian infiltrators assigned, as they always do, the wide end
to the lower addresses in memory and the narrow to the
higher addresses.

Let xy and abcd be 32- and 64-bit floating-point num-
bers, respectively. Here is how these numbers are stored in
memory:

ddddddddL ccccccccc bbbbbbbbb SMaaaaaaa yyyyyyyyL SMxxxxxxx
--word5-- --word4-- --word3-- --word2-- --wjrdl--.wordO--

..-Cl- -CO-, -Cl-, _C0- Cl.~-ciiCO. -Cl.-CO-I -Cil- -CO-I-Cl- 0C0

The Big Endians score heavily here. The handbook2 does
not even try to camouflage it by Chinese notation.
Encouraged by this success-as minor as it is-the

Blefuscuians tried to pull another fast one. This time it
was on the VAX, the sacred machine worshipped by all
Lilliputians. The VAX order is shown below. The same
data as above (with xy being a 32-bit integer) is stored in
memory thus:

"N" "H" "O" "J" SMzzzzzzL SMxxxxxxx yyyyyyyyL
...ng2-------I-------longi---- ------- longO.-------
...1-word4.-I --word3.-I --word2-.I --wordl-.I --wordO--I
I.. .C1 -CO-io-ci-i -co-I -ci-i -co-I -ci-i -co-I-l-cI-iCO-I

....IB15 ....BO[B15 ....BOrB15 ....BOIB15 ....BOIB15.... BOI
This is a beautifully consistent Little Endian order. So
what about the infiltrators? Did they fail to carry out their
mission? Since the integer arithmetic was closely guarded,
they attacked easier prey, the floating point and the dou-
ble floating point.

Let's look, again, at the way the above data is stored,
but with the 32-bit quantity xy changed to a floating-point
number. This data is organized in memory by the customs
of Blefuscu:

"N" "H" "10" '"il SMzzzzzzL yyyyyyyyL SWxxxxxxx
... ng2 ----I-----longli----I-----longO---- I

..... 1--word4--I --word3--1 --word2--I --wordl--I .-wordO--I
C.l-d -C --C --Co.d -Cl-1-CO- C -CO- -Cl-I-|-Co-

.52B.... B .B15 ... B 15... BO 015... BOIB15 .... UBO
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ugliness cannot be hidden even by the standard Chinese Big Endians could push (ask? hope? pray?) for an order
trick. that transmits the bytes left-to-right (i.e., wide end first)

and use that as a basis for transmitting all quantities ex-
7 8 5 6 3 4 1 2 cept BCD in the more convenient Big Endian format..--------ongO- This format has several advantages, including the fact
--wordl-I--wordO-- that the most significant portions would lead the least

...B..15.. ..5BO B 15.. .. 001 |significant. Furthermore, compatibility would be main-
tained between 16- and 32-bit communication. The if,

'What is the sum of this memory order discussion? Only however, is a big one.
the Big Endians of Blefuscu have built systems with a con- Wouldn't it be nice if we could encapsulate the byte
sistent order that works across chunk boundaries, communication and forget about the established idiosyn-
registers, instructions, and memories. I found no totally crasy (introduced by RS-232 and Telex) of sending the
consistent Little Endian system. narrow end first? It would be nice, but nice things do not

necessarily occur, especially with so much silicon stacked
against them.

Transmission order Hence, our choice now is between (1) Big Endian's
computer-convenience and (2) future compatibility

In either of the consistent orders the first bit (BO) of the among communication devices handling different chunk
first byte (CO) of the first word (WO) is sent first, followed sizes. Short-term convenience considerations favor the
by the rest of the bits of this byte, then by the rest of the former; long-term considerations favor the latter.
bytes of this word, and so on in the same order. Such a se-
quence of eight 32-bit words, for example, can be viewed
as either four long words, eight words, 32 bytes, or 256
bits.
For example, some people treat the Arpa-Internet data-

grams as sequences of 16-bit words, while others treat
them as either eight-bit byte streams or sequences of
32-bit words. This has never been a source of confusion
because of the Big Endians' consistent order.

There are many ways to devise inconsistent orders. The
two most popular are the following and its mirror image.
Under this order, the first bit to be sent is the least signifi-
cant bit (BO) of the most significant byte (CO) of the first
word, followed by the rest of the bits of this byte, then by
the same right-to-left bit order inside the left-to-right byte
order. Figure I shows the transmission order for the four
orders discussed above, two of which are consistent and
two of which are inconsistent.

Those who use this or any other inconsistent order ex-
clusively must consider the famous byte-order problem.
If they can pretend that their communication medium is
really a byte-oriented link, this inconsistency can be safely
hidden under the rug.
A few years ago, eight-bit microprocessors appeared

and drastically changed the way we do business. More
recently, a wide variety of eight-bit communication hard-
ware (e.g., Z80-SIO and 2652) followed. All of it operates
in the Little Endians' order. Now that a wave of 16-bit
microprocessors has arrived, it is conceivable that 16-bit
communication hardware will soon become a reality.
Since the 16-bit communication gear will be provided by
the same folks who brought us the eight-bit gear, it is safe
to expect these two modes to be compatible.
The only way to achieve compatibility is by using a con-

sistent Little Endian order, since all the existing gear is
already in Little Endian. We have observed that the Little
Endians do not have consistent memory orders for in-
tracomputer organization.

If the 16-bit communication link can be made to
operate in any order, consistent or not, which would give
it the appearance of being a byte-oriented link, then the Figure 1. Possible orders. Consistent: (1) + (2); inconsistent: (3) + (4).
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The lines of battle the references), which has an interesting story about a
similar phenomenon: the Tower of Babel.

Since war between the Little Endians and the Big Lilliput and Blefuscu will never come to terms of their
Endians is imminent, let's count the troops in each camp. own free will. We need some Gulliver between the two
The founders of the Little Endians are RS-232 and Telex, islands to force a unified communication regime on all of
which send the narrow end first. So do the HDLC and the us. Of course, I hope that my way will be chosen, but it is
SDLC protocols, the Z80-SI0, the Signetics-2652, the In- not really critical. Agreement upon an order is more im-
tel 8251, the Motorola 6850, and all the rest ofthe existing portant than the order agreed upon.
communication devices. In addition to these protocols Shall we toss a coin?-
and chips, the PDP-l Is and the VAXes have already
pledged allegiance to this camp.
The HDLC protocol is a full-fledged Little Endian

because it sends all of its fields with the narrow end first, References
as specifically defined in Table I /X.25 (frame formats) in
section 2.2.1 of Recommendation X.25.5 A close ex- . ..s1 Jonathan Swift, Gulliver's Travels (original title: Travelsamination of this table reveals that the bit order of into several Remote Nations of the World. By Lemuel
transmission is always one-to-eight, except in the FCS Gulliver), London, Benjamin Mott, 1726.
(checksum) field, which is only 16-bit quantity in the byte- 2. PDP-11 04/05/10/35140/45ProcessorHandbook, Digital
oriented protocol. Equipment Corp., Maynard, Mass., 1975.
The FCS is sent in the 16-to-I order. No wonder the 3 VAX-II-Architecture Handbook, Digital Equipment

Blefuscuians succeeded in such a coup. Anyone who des- Corp., Maynard, Mass., 1979.
ignates bits as one-to-eight instead of zero-to-seven must 4. D. E. Knuth, The Art ofComputer Programming, Vol. I,
be susceptible to such tricks. Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 1968.
The Big Endians have computers like the PDP-10, the 5. CCITTOrange Book, Vol. VIII.2: PublicDataNetworks,

IBM 370, and the Xerox Alto and Dorado. International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 1977.
The Arpanet Imp has a foot in both camps. The 6. Interface Message Processor, Report No. 1822, Bolt

documentation of its standard host interface (LH/DH) Beranek and Newman, Cambridge, Mass., May 0978.
states on page 4-4 that "The high-order bit ofeach word is
transmitted first.6 Hence, it is a Big Endian. This is very
convenient and causes no confusion among diagrams,
which are either 32 or 16 bits wide.
The IMP's Very Distant Host interface, however, is a

Little Endian. The same document6 states on page F-18
that the data "must consist ofan even number of eight-bit
bytes. Further, considering each pair of bytes as a 16-bit
word, the less significant (right) byte is sent first." To
make this even more clear, page F-23 states that "All
bytes (data bytes too) are transmitted least significant
(rightmost) bit first." Hence, both camps can lay claim to
this schizophrenic double-agent.
Note that the Lilliputians' camp is a virtual Who's- Who

of the communications world, while Blefuscu's troops are
mostly from computing.
Both camps have adopted the slogan "We'd rather

fight than switch!" I believe they mean it.

Tosum it all up, there are two camps, each with its
own language. These languages are as compatible with
each other as any Semitic and Latin languages. All Big
Endians can talk only to each other. So can all the Little
Endians, although there are some differences among the Danny Cohen is a project leader at the In-Endians, alihoughthere are some ~~~~~~formation Sciences Institute of the Univer-
dialects used by different tribes. There is no middle c sity of Southern California, where he has
ground-only one end can go first. worked since 1973. His research interests
As in all the religious wars of the past, power-not ghinclude interactivemunications, network-

logic-will be the decisive factor. This is not the first holy ing, VLSI, flight simulation, and com-
war, and will probably not be the last. The "Be reason- X puter architecture. Before joining ISI, he
able, do it may way" approach does not work. Neither i i | served on the faculties of Harvard Univer-
does the Esperanto approach of switching to yet another ill sity, the Technion (Israel Institute of Tech-

,ewlanguage. nology), and the California Institute of Technology.new language. Cohen received the BSc degree in mathematics from the
Lest our communications world split along these lines, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology in 1963 and the PhD

we should take note of a certain book (not mentioned in degree in computer science from Harvard University in 1969.
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